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My Experience with APT Weather Satellites 
John Portune W6NBC 

The booklet covers a period from 1967 to 1970 when I and my assistant Charles 
M. Owen became interested in and built our own version of a ground station for 
what then were then the very new APT polar orbiting weather satellites. The 
ones we tracked were some of the fIrst of their kind. The series, which has been 
made up of quite a number, has remarkably continued into the fIrst decade of the 
21 ,t Century. As I write this, three operational analog APT satellites still exist, 
NOAA 15, 17 and 18. NOAA 19 is still be planned, but is uncertain. It will be 
the last if the APT satellites, however. 

I have personally followed the program, off and on, until now, 2008. Currently I 
have a working APT ground station and receive daily pictures. I am sure my 
interest will last until the program is concluded. 

The Ambassador College UK station continued operational into the early 1970's 
some time. I built a short-lived station in the San Francisco area in the mid 
1990's. It used a Hamtronics VHF receiver, a homebrew turnstile antenna and a 
poor-performing plug-in card for an IBM XT computer to resolve the pictures. It 
was also greatly hampered by conunercial aircraft two-way radio transmissions 
in the glide pate of the San Francisco Airport 

My current station uses a German-made APT receiver (RX2), a home-brew tall 
quadrafIlar helix antenna and WXTOIMG software on an Pentium IV PC. It is 
located in Santa Maria, CA. It automatically uploads all daily pictures to my 
Web Site: w6nbc.com. July 10, 2008. 

Printed in England by Ambassador College Press 
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A SATELLITE STATION FOR EVERYONE 

By J. E. PORTUNE and C. M. OWEN 

Ambassador College, B1'icket Wood, H el'tjordshil'e 

EACH month in the world 's weather journals, one's attention is increasingly 
attracted to comments about weather satellites. More and more these 

sophisticated collections of space-age hardware are making th eir way into the 
daily lives of meteorologists everywhere. The main impact comes from the 
growing number of APT (Automatic Picture Transmission) satellites that 
presently orbit our planet . ESSA II, ESSA VI, ESSA VIII, NIMBUS III and 
ATS-3 are currently in operation. Others are planned to follow. 

Beginning with the launch of the first of the breed, TIROS I in April 
1960, a truely fascinating new phase of observational and experimental meteor
ology opened to mankind . For the first time in history, through the satellite's 
eyes, vast portions of the ea rth 's surface could actuall y be seen by observers 
on the ground-not only by those privileged few who work for official space 
agencies, but by virtually anyone. 

A model of international cooperation, the APT satellites were designed 
with the public in mind - at least the technical pUbli c. The picture-taking 
equipment and telemetry in the satellite are fully automatic, operating without 
tlie aid of ground stations. The pictures are literally' broadcast' for anyone 
to use. OnlY,limited apparatus is required to receive and print out the signals. 
In this manner, it was planned that accurate and up-to-the-minute weather 
information would be provided , for a modest sum, to hundreds of organisations 
and institutions, particularly in the developing parts of the world. 

A NON-COMMERCIAL EX PERIMENT 

Yet to the average weather-minded individual , the idea of possessing an 
APT station persona lly would seem sheer fancy. Or is it? 

The first APT station we ever saw was at the 'Vliorld Meteorological Organis
ation's conference in Geneva in 1967. There were in fact two models, British 
and French. Both impressed us with their potential, but we were equally 
astonished at their relative simplicity. An avid radio-electronics enthusiast 
should be able to build one for himself, so we decided to begin building our 
own college station. Two years and a lot of solder have passed under the bridge 
since that time, but in return for the effort, Ambassador Co llege now has a 
professional-quality APT station of its own (Fig. I ). The cost? Less than ten 
per cent of the commercial figure. 

APT receiving stations, we now realize, are well within the scope of schools, 
colleges and universities, and even individuals. They open up a new sphere of 
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Fig. I. APT station in the science laborator y of Ambassador College 

Fig. 2. Crossed Y ACI satellite aerial showing equatorial mount and steering motor 
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[o'ig. 3· R ebuilt VHF 136-MHz FM receiver, showing FET pre-amplifier , and aerial 
control unit 

[o'ig. 4. [o'acsimile reproducer with picture showing Spain and the coast of North Africa 
(upside down) 

educational interest and potential by offering a contact with the weather that is 
impossible to realize in any other manner. At Ambassador College we consider 
our station to be an illustration of the ease by which this fascinating new tool 
can be made available to others. Most of the work on the project was done by 
students ~ 
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The purpose of this article is, therefore, to outline the basic steps in the 
building and operating of our station, and to illustrate fundamental requirements 
for others interested in producing similar facilities on a non-commercial level. 

SATELLITE DETAILS 

The satellite's lens, from its vantage point above the earth's surface, 
projects a single wide-angle exposure of the ground on to the face of a specially 
designed television tube or vidicon. The vidicon electrostatically stores this 
picture on its light-sensitive surface. Then, as in a conventional television 
camera, an electron beam scans the image, spot by spot, line by line, four lines 
per second, converting the cloud picture into a 2oo-second, 800-line train of 
electrical impulses. These are then impressed on to a 24oo-Hz subcarrier by 
amplitude modulation and then on to a low power, 5 watt, FM telemetry 
transmitter, operating in the 136-MHz satellite band. 

The actual exposure of the picture takes place at the very instant of the 
first line of the picture, but to inform the ground station of the start of a new 
picture and to start the printer on the ground in phase with the satellite's 
camera, a short series of starting pulses are transmitted before the picture. 

BUILDING THE GROUND STATION 

The first requirement for a ground station is an aerial. For non-commercial 
applications a television-type is the most practical. Because of the changing 
orientation of the satellite, as it passes overhead, it is necessary to employ two 
identical aerials, one mounted in the vertical plane and the other at right angles 
(Fig. 2). The aerial we use is commercially produced by a leading TV aerial 
manufacturer and is available for about £15. 

Some provision must then be made to steer the aerial. This need not be 
elaborate, nor highly accurate. Signals are strong enough to allow rough 
steering. Our approach is to use an equatorial mounting and a single TV aerial 
rotator. Once manually set for the maximum altitude of a particular satellite 
pass, the single motor is sufficient for tracking. Also, along with the aerial, the 
use of a head amplifier or ' booster' is highly recommended. Our present 
version is again a relatively inexpensive commercial design costing about £15. 
Many radio handbooks give circuits for these if hand construction is preferred. 

On the subject of selecting a receiver, a great deal could be said, but the 
basic requirements can be quickly summarized. The receiver must be of the 
FM variety and be capable of tuning to 135-138 MHz. Satellites transmit 
narrow-band FM with a deviation of ± 7'5 kHz. Therefore, the receiver must 
have a band-width very near the 20 kHz mark for proper reception . The 
sensitivity need not be exceptional. With the head amplifier included, the 
entire system must be capable of giving quiet signals with an input of ! micro
volt, but many ordinary VHF communications receivers can realize this 
figure. 
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The best approach is to locate a used mobile radio telephone, such as is 
used in taxis, police cars, vans and aircraft. Our receiver is a modified police car 
radio (Fig. 3). 

THE PICTURE PRINTER 

APT pictures are normally printed out on a piece of apparatus called a 
facsimile reproducer. For those unfamiliar with this device, it is a machine 
wbicb works in reverse to the picture taking system. A metal stylus, or a needle 
beam of light, prints out a picture spot by spot, line by line, on a sensitized 
paper running in phase with the satellite signals. For a number of years such 
devices have been used for rapid transmission of photographs by wire or radio 
to remote locations. The satellite system was intentionally designed around 
already existing facsimile standards to avoid the necessity of highly specialized 
print-out facilities. The facsimile reproducer at Ambassador College (Fig. 4) is a 
commercial printer, formerly used in newspaper office service. With minor 
modifications it was made to accept the signals directly from the receiver's 
sound output stage. 

For anyone attempting to build a station on a non-commercial basis, 
however, the facsimile reproduction usually presents the greatest obstacle. 
The apparatus is not as readily available as one would like, and this has led 
many to build their own. Two approaches are worth mentioning. 

The first is mechanical. A fine spot of light is projected on to a revolving 
drum and is slowly moved along the drum's axis. Then, if the intensity of the 
spot of ligl1t is made to vary in proportion to the satellite signals, a piece of 
photograpllic enlarging paper wrapped around the drum will be exposed in 
the form of the satellite picture. Anum ber of highly successful hand-built 
stations have been constructed quite inexpensively using just such an apparatus. 

A second method is to use an oscilloscope with a large cathode-ray tube to 
display the picture. The electron beam in the 'scope is made to scan the face 
of the tube in step with the satellite signal, varying in intensity according 
to the signal strength. In this manner the picture is slowly spread over the 
face of the tube. The picture is recorded permanently by making a 3}-minute 
time exposure of the image on the tube with an ordinary camera. In many ways 
this is perhaps the best method for most individual constructors. 

SUBSEQUENT PLAYBACK 

The final piece of equipment at an APT station is a tape recorder. Although 
not an absolute necessity, it is of considerable advantage, as it permits sub
sequent playback of the pictures for improved adjustment and for obtaining 
multiple copies. Requirements are comparatively modest, most domestic 
models being wholly satisfactory. The received satellite signal is only an audio 
tone, quite within the recording range of an ordinary tape recorder. The only 
special requirement is that it be of the stereo variety. The second channel is 
used to record the vibrations of an electronically driven 50-Hz tuning fork. 
Ordinary mains drive on the facsimile is impossible as the mains are not 
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sufficiently stable. The motors are run from the tuning fork via a power 
amplifier. In playback, the recorded 50-Hz tone runs the motors and keeps the 
picture edge straight. 

These few brief requirements obviously do not tell the entire story, but 
they do outline the major factors. There is a certain amount of literature 
available on the subject, some of which has been listed at the end. But if 
readers have a definite interest in constructing a station personally or for a 
group, the authors will be most pleased to answer any inquiry. We would also 
be willing to provide pictures for anyone requiring them for research purposes. 
It is the intention of Ambassador College to make our station available as a 
model, and to assist individuals wherever possible. 

TRACKING THE SATELLITES 

Once a station is operative electronically, there arises the problem of 
tracking the satellite and identifying the pictures received. A few comments 
on both the commercial system and our own should be of interest. 

The standard method of orbit prediction used by the Meteorological Office 
is based on a coded teleprinter message received directly from NASA on a 
special circuit. This gives the time and longitude of the satellite's equator 
crossing. From this, the track of the satellite is determined using a polar map 
and a transparent overlay. Readings are taken at two-minute intervals, and 
the corresponding azimuth and altitude settings for the aerial read from a 
second overlay and chart. 

Alternatively, the Radio and Space Research Station at Slough produces 
a computer-prepared print-out of these parameters for distribution to professional 
and educational bodies. A brief summary of their predictions appears regularly 
in Electronics Weekly. In regular use, these summarised data are quite adequate 
for all routine tracking purposes. 

In practice, all one needs to work with is the orbital period of the satellite. 
For NIMBUS III the period is very close to r07"4 minutes. From this it can be 
easily calculated that the corresponding orbit will occur 43.8 minutes earlier 
each day. This accumulates each day and after five days it is found that the pass 
occurs only 4.2 minutes earlier. The Table below gives the orbit time shift for 
up to a total of seven days, for NIMBUS III. 

Days later Minutes earlier Minutes later 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

43. 8 
87.6 
24. 0 
67. 8 

4. 2 
48.0 
9,·8 

63.6 
19.8 
83·4 
39.6 

103. 2 
59·4 
'5"6 

Variations in the orbits of NIMBUS III. Times given show the number of minutes, later 
or earlier, that the satellite will be in the same relative position, e.g. the horizon, a number 
of days later. NIMBUS III period: '07·4 minutes, height: 690 miles. 
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As an illustration, consioer that from the magazine's satellite track 
predictions you know that a particular satellite pass commences on 30 November 
9:54.8 GMT. Five days later, on 5 December, it will occur 4·2 minutes earlier at 
9:50.6 GMT. This process can be continued for quite a number of weeks with very 
little accumulated error. Each inoividual satellite will of course vary by a 
different amount each day. J' 

At the Ambassador CoUege station we use the time the signals are first 
distinctly received, as a referen ce for orbit predictions. Any error accumulated ) 
over a number of weeks can easily be corrected by noting accurately the ' 
difference between the predictions and th e actual observed time. An alternative 
method is to measure accurately the start time of a particular picture containing 
some easily identifiable laud feature (African coast, Nile, Pyrenees, Alps, 
Iceland, Greenland, etc.). Used in conjunction with a well-scaled map, accurate 
corrections of simple orbit predictions can be easily made. Tracking need not 
be elaborate to produce totally professional results. 

LOCATING THE PICTURE AREA 

Once again the standard method of gridding the picture to determine the 
location of important features is complex. It in volves accurate measurement of 
picture times and the use of specially prepared projection grids to give lat itude 
and longitude lines on the picture. The use of these is described in detail in 
NASA literature, available from them. Two alternative methods developed at 
Ambassador College have been found to be far more convenient and meaningful, 
especially to the non-technical observer. They involve the use of: 

(I) a scaled working model (Fig. 5); 
(2) a transparen t overlay map (Fig. 6). 

THE ~IODEL 

By building an actual scaled model of the satellite 's orbit on a conventional 
geographic globe, and adding to it a small movable wire frame showing the 
picture-taking area of the satellite, we found that we could obtain visually and 
rapidly most necessary information about the location of a particular picture. 
We bave also found it immensely useful as a teaching aid and a demonstration 
model for visitors. It also belps by giving an advance mental impression of a 7 

,0' , • fortbcoming pass. .,~..' " '-Kil. . ' '· . ~ .~-- , ';f~~: \. ;
A scale of horizon time, for our particular station, has been placed on the 

equator of the globe and a circle drawn on it representing our horizon. The l 
satellite model is moved along the plastic orbit to th e position of the first 
complete exposure, where tIle model th en gives an instant idea of th e picture 
area and land masses about to be covered in the transmission. 

This simple, mechanical approach has been checked against the com
mercial system and found to be surprisingly accurate and completely satisfactory 
for oai ly use. It also is far simpler. 
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Fig. 	5. NIMBUS III satellite model developed at Ambassador College and used for orbit 
predictions and picture identification 

Fig. 6. NIMBUS III transparen t overlay map produced from satellite pictures 
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Fig. 7. Tape reproduction of NIMBUS III picture received at Ambassador College 
APT station. Much of the eastern Mediterranean is free of clouds. Italy is clearly seen 
in the upper left part of the picture, and the Nile Valley at th e bottom right 
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Fig. 8. NIMBUS III picture with add ed land ou tlines and relevant synoptic data 

TRANSPARENT OVERLAY MAP 

In nine months of regular daily operation it has been comparatively seldom, 
if ever, that there were no recognisable land features in at least one picture of a 
series. So frequently could several well known features be seen that it has been 
possible for us to prepare an outline map of our entire reception area on t rans
parent plastic. 

Although there is always a certain amount of distortion in every picture, 
by shining a light through the picture and the overlay, and by carefully shiftijig 
the overlay, land outlines can easily and accurately be drawn on to the pictufes. 
In practice, we have found this method to be superior, for interpretation 
purposes, to the conventional commercial latitude and longitude line method. 
It has also been found that a satellite picture with the land outlines drawn on 
it is better understood and remembered by the layman unfamiliar with meteor
ology. This has been particularly useful in the teaching of meteorology at the 
college. 
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'1ACHTINr. .1',,: DOATING WEEKLY : .June 2~ . 197f) 

Weather picture

CORIPOSITE of Nimbus 11/ 

.£. 

Exceptional Itos 1 view of Nile River, Red Sea and Eastern Mediterranean. 
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sa tellite pictures received by cast and south o( Britain. 
Ambassador College SCienc{' caused by an exten!i i\'e high (0 the NW of Britain. The 
Dep!. On Su nday, June 21. pressure area. The approach. weather (or this week is 
The picture shows a very ing Jow and a!isOciated cold expec ted to be more unsettled 
large cloud (ree area to th e front which terminated thc with winds generally (rom 

Jong dry spell can be seen th. west and light to mod. 
erate (force 2 to 3). 

Typical exa mple of Ambas sador Co ll ege Weather picture and summary as it 

appears ea ch week in Yachting and Boating Weekly. 
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TllE; GlJAllnL4N 

lVeekend Saturday Septe"'ber 191970 

ons tl _ b "'eallier Predlc 

lUre be/%lP ~te/Jite. The Pic' land and sea 

Essa 8 IS a .CO/1JPOsite Of shows a slo",/ The Picture 

r eceived satellite Picture front and its ay 11I0vIllg Cold 

SCience deh~~rday by i/'P.roach;ng fr~s:t:hted clOUd
til:sador COil ent at A/1Jb IS being e lV The cO/Jege

llertfordshTfe, ~r,!.cket lVoo~s. stationary hlghP~oSed by tbe' end Should COlls~/s the lPeek.est
sho", ClOUd 	 e. "lIite arcas ~ver Europe Thcssure area Sunny in th nUe dry and 

cover, dark areas ch~Ud ill tb e' N tie reSUlt Is Nortb "'ill 	 b e SOuth. The 
but "'itb aVe l1Iore Cloud 

-. ..-.- s /lJe in the SO~~h.l and sun. increaSing :::nny intervals~ ""--_ . /'-.. .• "I 

['-" '~ "'eekend lV rougbout tile 
In tbe S~uthIQgs ' ''i:/J be light 
North, and gener~'ISI er In the 

Y"'esterly. 

..... 

Typical example o f Ambassador College weath er picture and summary as it 

appears each Saturday in "Th e Guardian." 
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Fig. 9. Depression and associated fronts 

STATIO N OPE NS FOR VISITORS 

The satellite station at Ambassador College is operated on a demonstration 
basis most Sunday morn ings beginning about IrOO am, continuing through the 
afternoon. Visitors are cordially invited to visit the station . Our address is 
Ambassador College, Bricket 'Wood, St Albans, Herts. (0927-3-?4I5I). 
On any basis we would be pleased t o show you th e station in operation, and t o 
demonstrate what fascinating potential there is in APT picture reception. 
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